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Editorial by Steve Tilburn
So, Valve Bounce January 2015 kicks off with a few new features and a terrific selection of
articles from our members, please keep up the good work, it’s been great to have a number of
inputs to decide on rather than scrapping about trying to fill the pages.
Peter’s (Horsburgh) first technical feature covers his own very special Mini and Peter hopes to
feature a classic or competition car from our club every month.
I have indulged myself and will be completing the Extreme Escort feature each issue with
details of the best Escort mk1 and 2’s, if nothing else poking around all of these lovely Fords
and questioning their owners, will help with the set up of my own car! Have a look at Paul
Kings Beast this issue!
And I hope we can all get to know a little more about each other in the new “Down the pub
with” and “Round the bend with” sections, if you have not already completed your details get
them in.
Have a great new year,
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Chairman’s Spot – FULL CHAT
Welcome to 2015. Happy New Year! I hope all of you had a very merry
Christmas and I wish you all the best for this New Year. A new year that sees
another chapter in the life story of Valve Bounce. Jon Segger has handed
over the reins to Steve Tilburn and his team at Hylton Gott. Steve plans to
make a few changes to how the magazine looks and what it contains. This is
always the way with a new editor, I made changes when I took over and Jon
did the same. I’m sure you will have all had some communication from Steve
asking for ideas and input. I hope most of those communications turn into
useful info for the magazine. So, as we welcome a new editor we must also
thank Jon for all his hard work during his spell in charge. Thank you very
much Jon, we very much appreciate what you have done for the club.
The final 12 car rally of 2014 was an interesting affair. It was great fun but at
the same time quite taxing. Peter laid on an excellent event with a superb
route (and great food, sponsored by Hylton Gott Limited). Even though he
promised no whites this year the level of mud on some of the yellows lead us
to believe otherwise. We had a reasonable night but struggled on a couple of
sections. On the night we finished second to Jon Peterson and David Smalley.
But after checking the handouts Peter realised there was no instruction to get
the board that cost us a fail. So the next day the results we recalculated and
we’d won. Wow! This was certainly a change from the previous weeks SCCoN
12 car, run by David Mann, where we’d come dead last. Just 3 days before
the Preston rally had given me a real boost to do well. Follow our exploits on
that further in the magazine.
As the year drew to a close we saw some great rally results from KLDMC
stage rally crews. The Cadwell Stages were very exciting by all accounts as
the Lynn Crews of Dave & Alice Tinn, Ray Brammer & Matthew Whattham
and Steve & Jack Tilburn were in the top five during the first three stages.
Unfortunately the Tinns dropped out with engine trouble around stage five and
Ray & Matt dropped down the order on stage three after stalling the car at a
tight junction. In the end the Tilburns hung on to second, although they were
in with a shot at the lead, and Ray & Matt got back up to fourth. Not bad for
KLDMC. But a week later Dave Tinn got his engine sorted and went on to win
the Hall Trophy at Blyton Park with Marc Fowler alongside. They lead from
start to finish and the win was followed by another. In early December Dave &
Marc won the 2 day Rockingham Stages, with Johnnie Ellis & Dave Green in
second place. And topping the Sunday Stages results at Rockingham were
Mark Jasper and Don Whyatt. With David Smalley & Chloe Hewitt winning
their class in the Anglia Motorsport Targa Championship and Adrian White
second in his class. That’s some great results everybody, may it continue into
2015.
Before I sign off, don’t forget to have a look at the Awards Dinner info and
think about buying some tickets.
See you all next month,
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Championships Summary
Clubnight Overall Championship
David Smalley
Mark Banham
Paul Haylock
Ian Pollard
Matthew Smalley

127
110
106
83
82

12 Car Expert Driver
Mark Banham
Bob Baker
June Pollard
John Peterson
Daisy Tooke

74
61
52
42
24

12 Car Expert Navigator
David Smalley
Paul Haylock
Brian Cammack
Ian Pollard
Adrian Cunnington

82
74
61
52
39

12 Car Novice Driver
Paul Smalley
Spencer Horsburgh
Rob Kitchen
Tony Hewitt

82
53
45
11

12 Car Novice Navigator
Matthew Smalley
Peter Horsburgh
Jonathan Stimpson
Chloe Hewitt

82
64
45
11

Clubnight Overall Ladies Championship
June Pollard
Daisy Tooke
Chloe Hewitt

56
24
23

Marshal Overall Championship
Andy Congreve
Bob Offer
Paul Pollard
Simon Leonard
Dave Pollard

15
7
6
6
6

Offroad Clubnight Championship
David Smalley
Mark Banham
Paul Haylock
Ian Pollard
Rob Kitchen

45
36
32
31
23

Stage Driver (Best 6 results)
David Tinn
Steve Tilburn
Peter Horsburgh
David Smalley
Johnnie Ellis
Jody Wilson
Richard Edwards

141
122
72
49
47
36
25

Stage Navigator (Best 6 results)
Jack Tilburn
Paul Smalley
Dave Green
Alice Tinn
David Smalley
Robert John

122
49
47
46
25
36

5
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Outside Club Off-Road (Best 6 results)
John Peterson
Adrian White
David Smalley
Rob Kitchen
Mark Banham

150
146
133
45
25

Outside Club On Road Driver (Best 6 results)
Mark Banham
87
Bob Baker
75
John Peterson
49
Matthew Smalley
25
Tony Hewitt
25
Rob Kitchen
19
Outside Club On Road Navigator (Best 6 results)
Brian Cammack
150
David Smalley
112
Ian Graham
61
Chloe Hewitt
25
Paul Haylock
22
Points Summary
All Clubnight Championships
st
th
1 Place – 12 Place
12pts – 1pt
nd
(Organiser awarded 2 place points for organising – 11pts)
Out of 8 12 Car events the best 7 results count
Out of 4 Off-road events all scores count
Outside Club Events & Stages Rally Championships
th
1st Place – 25 Place
25pts – 1pt
th
(Any places lower than 25 including any DNFs, 1 point is awarded for representing the club.)
Only the best 6 results of all events entered count. In the case of a tie then the next best result is taken.
Marshals Championship
1 point awarded for every event attended and signed on as a Marshal or Official.
KLDMC Award Winners 2014
Clubnight Overall Champion

David Smalley

12 Car Expert Driver Champion

Mark Banham

12 Car Expert Navigator Champion

David Smalley

12 Car Novice Driver Champion

Spencer Horsburgh

12 Car Novice Navigator Champion

Peter Horsburgh

Clubnight Overall Ladies Champion

June Pollard

Marshal’s Overall Champion

Andy Congreve

Off Road Clubnight Champion

David Smalley

Stage Driver Champion

David Tinn

Stage Navigator Champion

Jack Tilburn

Outside Club Off Road Champion

John Peterson

Outside Club On Road Driver Champion

Mark Banham

Outside Club On Road Navigator Champion

Brian Cammack

6
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The Italian Job With Peter Horsburgh - 1965 Morris Mini Cooper S – 277 BRX
History
The car was re-imported from Portugal in 2006 to replace my original car
which was stolen (and never recovered) in January of that year. Spencer
and I built it up to the same rally spec as the original car ready for
competition in 2007. I have been supported with parts and advice from
MiniSpares Centre (Alex Clelland) in Potters Bar with a relationship that
goes back to 1999 when I won the UK Historic road rally championship.

Preparation For Events
My son Spen does all the mechanical prep before each event and for stages we prepare the tools and spares as we
are usually going to Belgium or the Isle of Man.I look after electrical issues and make sure the car is clean !
Before a regularity rally I set the tripmeter so it is accurate to 0.01mile as this varies with type of tyre and tyre wear.
Spen also does all the on event servicing and is a key factor in our success over the years.
We now change oil and head gasket twice each year.
Navigators/Co-Drivers
I have been very fortunate to be partnered by very competent and experienced navigators notably Anthony Preston
and Graham Carter who I have known for 15 years.
Recently I teamed up with Derek Webb who I navigated to 2nd in the ASEMC championship in 1974 !
David Smalley and I have done a couple of East Anglian Classics as well as 2 trips to tarmac stage events in
Belgium.
Engine (Rebuilt by Southam Mini and Metro Centre 2012)
1275 S thick flange block bored out to 1293cc
Omega pistons
Neil Slark full race big valve 12G940 cylinder head. Comitec gasket.
1:1.5 S rockers on big shaft
649 Plus Cam, revving to 8000rpm, but shift light set at 7200rpm.
Arrow Rods and MED EN40 B crank balanced with MiniSpares ultra light
flywheel
Competition “orange” clutch and MiniSpares lightweight back plate
HC oil pump
1½ “H4 SU's on Maniflow inlet manifold / Or Split 45 DCOE Webers built by
Southam Mini and Metro Centre on special manifold.
Facet fuel pump and Filter King regulator
Matched LCB Maniflow manifold and twin box skidded centre exit exhaust
Lucas “S”40819 distributor to FIA spec by Swiftune with remote condenser.
High output alternator.
Powerlite Hi-torq lightweight starter
Minispares 2-core high flow radiator
Cartridge oil filter
Runs on Castrol 20/50
Power Output on Jonathon Lewis Rolling road at Snetterton Speed Shop 112bhp at wheels.
Gearbox
Straight cut 4 synchro “S” box
Semi - helical 1:1 drop gears
4.3CWP
Swiftune Quaife ATB diff
Hardy spicer outputs (modified) with Minispares competition “S” drive shafts
Remote change with KAD quick shift
Brakes
S discs and calipers with Minispares carbon metallic pads
S master cylinder
Servo
Rear superminifin drums
All brake lines run inside car
SRF racing brake fluid
Suspension - Front
1.5 degree adjustable negative camber bottom arms
HD adjustable track rods
Comp shocker mounting pins
Comp gas adjustable shocks
Hi-los
Strengthened and welded sub frame
competition bushes & 4.5J “Minilite” wheels

7
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Tyres
Avon CR ZZ for tarmac stage events.
Yokohama A008 or A032’s for historic regularity road rallies.
Suspension - Rear
Adjustable camber brackets (welded up)
Hi-los
Adjustable shocks
Comp. Bushes
4.5J Minilite wheels
Strengthened rear sub frame
Exterior Shell (Fire sealed)
Fibreglass bonnet and bootlid
Heated laminated front screen(works style)
Perspex side and rear windows
Alloy skinned doors with plastic “Innocenti” door pockets
Group 2 (Special Tuning) works arches
Detachable works lamp bar and 2 PIAA Spots and 2 PIAA driving or Fog lamps
Works lamp bar plug and socket
Lucas rear boot mounted reversing light
Alloy Sumpguard (Tech Del replica) and rear tank guard
Rear windows split pinned for access to rear compartment
Strengthened competition seat mounts
Strengthened jacking point for quick lift Bilstein jack
Access panels for top shocker mounts through rear seat panel
Interior
Safety Devices FIA spec full cage,door bars. Welded mounting
plates.
Cobra “Suzuka” Comp drivers seat FIA approved new 2013
Cobra “Imola” comp co-drivers seat FIA approved new 2013
“Schroth”FIA belts with lightweight adjusters new 2013
Original Red/Gold brocade rear seats and door trims (Removed
for stages)
Moto Lita dished 14” wheel
Drivers “works” dash panel with Racetech rev counter and
separate shift light
Works dash mounted push button starter
Works route card holder with “P” lights
Navigators switch panel in door pocket, screen wash bottle in car
Flexilight and cagelight
Adjustable spare wheel tie down strap
Facet Red Top fuel pump and twin tanks
Sparco helmet carrier
Peltor intercom
4 Litre alloy plumbed in Zero Lifeline extinguisher (Re tested March2013)
1.5kg hand held Lifeline extinguisher (Retested March 2013)
FIA master cut-out switch
Battery lines/Fuel lines run inside car
Go-Pro video camera linked to intercom.
Suppliers/Partners
MiniSpares (Alex Clelland) for all mini parts 01707 607700
Southam Mini and Metro Centre (Rod Taylor) ,engine and gearbox prep 01926 815681.
Snetterton Speedshop (Jonathon Lewis) Rolling road set-up 07989 565989
Slark Race Engineering (Neil Slark) cylinder heads.01980 624477.
Hylton Gott (Jody Wilson) bodyshop and painting 01366 383352.
“The Highlands” Workshop (Spencer) rally prep and suspension set-up, wheel bearings after every event.

F323C5
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DOCKING XMAS STOCKING RALLY
The final rally in the Clubnight Championship Started at the Ffolkes Arms in Hillington but the finish
venue was at the Railway Inn at Docking. Peter’s usual start and finish venue in the past.
Section 1 was two straight line herringbones with some ‘avoid’ spot
heights mixed in! The first line went ok onto the map but the second
line seemed to have an odd white road missing! However, Mark
gets us to the first control without dropping any time via Flitcham
and Harpley Dams, despite the fact we had no idea where the
control was going to be or what grid square it was in!
Section 2 was going to be a time consuming handout as it was a list
of 17 ‘avoid’ map references. Also a LWRT map ref had to fit in as
well. Back to Harpley Dams, go East of Little Massingham and
along the yellow at the North edge of the old Massingham Airfield.
The control was in grid square 8322 making sure we went LWRT at the final junction as instructed. We
dropped a minute here which wasn’t bad at all. Bob and Brian at this point were the only crew ‘clean’ on
time and fails.
Section 3 and another list of map references but this time with approach or approach and depart
compass points. The additional headache being instead of numbers the references were made up of
letters. A cryptic code was given to help solve the puzzle, which I didn’t get! But, I do have local
knowledge and looking at the map sorted out which junctions would fit the clues. We also manage to
check out the two LWRT along the route to get all the boards. This took some time and we drop 5 mins.
We are in good company though as John and David also drop 5, Bob and Brian 3 and a fail, Adam and
Adrian 13 and Rob and Dave Mann 6 mins!
Section 4, we are given the map ref of TC3 and told that TC4 is 1400m E and 4950m N of TC 3! But to
get to it we must avoid a series of spot heights and some map legends. Plus, cross ETL 3 times and go
th
LWRT at the 4 junction! Travelling North then East to Tittleshall, a quick visit to Whissonsett then
through East Raynham to TC4 just to the West of the A1065. We clock in at Colin’s control on time.
Section 5, another list of map ref’s but this time ones to go via
rather than avoid. Plus LWRT at junctions 9,10 and 14. Into
Helhoughton up to Shereford to go round the hairpin towards the
bridge. Another hairpin South of Dunton and into TC5 where Steve
Tilburn and crew were waiting to give us our time. We drop a couple
of minutes here along with Adam and Adrian, with Bob and Brian
dropping one minute and a couple more fails.
Section 6, a list of ‘tulip’ diagrams with dots and arrows marked on them but the instructions said they
were in reverse! Ie. Enter via the arrows and depart via the dots! Plotting this on the move we clean the
section which runs across the top of West Raynham Airfield, through West Rudham to the TC on the
yellow West of Houghton.
Section 7 was a usual favourite, a circle herringbone. The difference
with this one being all coloured roads were shown as dotted lines,
where normally they would be a solid line and all whites shown as
solid lines, where they would normally be shown as dotted lines. I
manage to crack this one reasonably quickly and we go North via
North Pole Farm up to the B1454 taking in a big loop on the way.
TC7 was SW of Barmer.
Section 8, the final handout, was a string of numbers which turned out to be seven map refs in reverse.
Plotting these and also the avoid map ref at the tricky multi junction SW of Stanhoe, we clean the
section to reach the final control losing only seven minutes in total for the whole rally.
At the Railway Inn we tuck into some much needed excellent food
sponsored by Steve Tilburn. Many thanks Steve. Peter gives out
the results and at first we are deemed to have got second place
with John Peterson and David Smalley winning. John and David
dropping 12 minutes but we picked up a fail. Asking Peter where
we went wrong it seems that we missed a board early on at a
LWRT. This was then deleted at a later stage when Peter had more
time to go over the results, finding out that there was no instruction
to make us go LWRT at that point! So Mark and I win for the first
time in ages! Funny but I felt we were both up to it for Peters event
and so it turned out.
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Many thanks to Peter Horsburgh, Derek Webb and their team for organising the rally, and of course to
all the marshals. To Steve Tilburn for sponsoring the food and also for giving me a lift back to the
Ffolkes Arms in one of Hylton Gotts superb Isuzu trucks, cheers mate.
It was nice also to compete against nine other competitors , which is about the most we have had out on
a clubnight Rally for a while. It does make such a difference to have several others to compete against
and, for the marshals which makes their night more interesting as well. It takes as much to organise a
clubnight rally for 5 crews as it does 12, but much more rewarding when the entry is full. Let’s hope that
th
this is a good omen for the 2015 Championship starting on 7 January. Put it in your new diary ‘Aunty
Flo’ gives you for Christmas!!

5
5
5
BACD5A95FA
Docking Xmas Stocking 12 Car Rally. “Marshals moments”
Irrespective of what goes on inside or outside of the Twelve or less cars that compete on Peters
Docking Xmas Stocking Rally, we (Myself, Jody Wilson and my father Brian) always enjoy this event,
firstly because the pub we finish in, The Railway Inn Docking, does a great pint and provides unlimited
Goulash, Chilli, Rice and Chips (odd combo but incredibly tasty) and the rally always seems to produce
some incredible marshalling experiences!
Surely this year would not better last year when my father positioned us in the wrong road and mistook a
passing pensioner in her Picasso for a competitor, stopped her at the roadside and, when realising she
was not competing, continued to question her on her knowledge of Norfolk lanes asking her to recognise
the three trees in Peters hand-out that indicated our correct control point! Later in the same evening he
managed to erroneously inform another club member that he was indeed Peter Horsburgh’s father, not
mine, which rather surprised Peter when the member informed him that he had earlier met his father, as
he passed away some time ago!
This year we managed to go one better.
Incredibly, after the usual confusion within our truck, we found roughly the correct control point, and
even though we put the control sign on the wrong side of the road (put right by the first competitor thank
you!), were confident of an easy passage of ten cars and a simple rush back to the pub for the usual
beer/grub experience.
Our first car through was a Landrover 90, Jody and Father straddled the road whilst I sat in the truck
ready to complete the paperwork. The Landrover approached at some speed and passed both Jody and
father who spun round in the road with their torches pointing towards the vehicle like pointed guns as he
shot away, clearly we had mistaken another member of the public for a competitor and he had driven on
to avoid us modern day Dick Turpins!
A couple of “normal” (I use the term loosely) competitors passed and then, at a more reserved pace, but
still not stopping, the 90 passed us again in the other direction again followed by torchlight from the
dynamic duo.
Two more club members later and a Fiesta van came the right way into control at speed and Batman
and Robin positioned themselves again either side of it eager to record it’s time, missing the rather large
“POLICE” notice on it’s doors and day-glo sponsorship stickers. A rather stern looking police woman
called for backup before winding down her window to question the offenders and backup arrived almost
immediately, pulling off to the side of the road blocking our truck as the last of the competitors arrived at
some pace!
My father, who had “only” had a couple of beers at the start venue took it upon himself to negotiate with
the policewoman as Jody and myself recorded the final cars times, and as I scrabbled through my
paperwork to locate Peters rather useful on this occasion “why we are here document” was explaining to
her that he was indeed me and not him, don’t ask how!
Luckily I eventually unravelled our father/son relationship with her and convinced her that we were not
drunken cattle thieves in a white Isuzu as reported by the farmer in his Landrover 90, and she and
backup released us!
And the food was good at the finish!

123395C95
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7
Name5

5

CA952355

5

5

5
Age5 5

5
Works as555

FC832573 !95"9!933C5

5
Lives in5

5

#C8$A95

5
He Lives with…
%3&5B35A95C395'3$ &5()5A95"39&5*+55,9358!5
A35E3A5A952$85CA2 &5B 25A95'3223+5
In his garage is…
B5-3$55.5
He Likes
533 5
5
And He Dislikes
18$58/23C 5
5
Ady won his first Targa Rally this year…
95235"A 259!A9528 885#A/89 5A 253AC+55035
CA3 5A5EB5".15.(* 595AC!A52A 5A9528 88 +5
035C348 52C35DAC29!5$395353%25 885$25/235
3 +55A 853AC925DAC2 589325%5A9539355$25A5
C8D395A9D3+55#85353523/235$25235FC3 28952A545
5865A435285 3375
7
7
7
7
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Reg No.
ADD 601S
Torque
245 lb/ft
Owner
Paul King

Engine
Millington
BHP
310
Driver
Paul King

Gearbox
Tractive
Weight
895kg
Navigator
Alicia Miles

Paul has kindly sent us details of his incredible Escort for the first of our
Extreme Escorts series. Over to Paul…
1
19A1#EEB17DDC3B1D41A1EFEB61#D8159E771D41A1FD7E1D18EA45169EB11DB169351DBE1DB12#A81619A1
#EEB13D46E14D1/E4AB81A6E415EB3B169E17A5613418EA451DB1A1357A813B1A1/E4AB12D41EA7E451
,9E1DBE419A1#4D961361DE416D12B7AB1AB15643E169E13B6E43D41D41ABD69E41F7A553F1FA414D+EF61AB1
A515E773B1D169E14D773B159E77161A513B15F91DD1FDB363DB11EF3E16D1#81361,9E1BE61EF353DB1A51
9A616D1#371%51D41A1%417364E1FA411EF3E11D717DDC13B6D1#373B1A1%417364E153963B169E14E57651
AF93EE1#81A1B#E41D143E4513B1.C%125FD4651AA3B5616)71AF93BE4811
.AB81ED7E1#E73EE1318D161A1%41.3773B6DB1EB3BE13B6D1AB1/4D16125FD461AB1#D7613413BF919EE751
DB13618D137719AE1A13BBE41BD46BA6E781361351BD6169A61537E18D13771EB1136915DE693B157DE41
69AB1A1DD1%17364E125FD461AB1#E14A69E4135AD3B6E18E4169E18EA45119AE1ABAE16D135E71A1E1
869513456781/4D16125FD461ED7E1A7A8517DDC16D169E1D69AB5125FD4613B1-E73E1A5169E1E4EF61
EA7E1D1A1.C1%14A7781FA4161351A17DE781AF93BE1#617DDC1BE4BEA691361AB18D137715EE16518EA41D71
6EF9BD7D81&DD16EF9BD7D813B169E195:5*169E1DB7814EA5DB1361A51A561A5169E143E411693BC1361D71#E1
A3416D15A81 431;A6ABEB1FD713B13B1A19EE71#A44D1EFDB7813413BF919EE75169E817DDC1DD1#613B1
81EE43EBFE1DE4173667E1E64A1431D4E1EEB53E19EA81AB1BEE1A1A341ADB61D1D4C16D1E61
69E1FA416D19AB7E14DE478169E1DB7814EA5DB115E13413BF919EE751351D41#3E41#4ACE51
1
,9E1#371D181FA4156A46E1#817DDC3B1A619AB73B1E39615A3B1
AB15AE6811AE681345615D119AE15E1A1771E713B1,641FAE169351
9A51<1AAB6AE511234561361DE451A41D4E14D6EF63DB13B1A1F4A591&A51
DD5E1 6D1 A1 #D761 3B1 9DD1 3691 DD41 #A451 68E*1 1 ,9E4E1 A4E1 <!1
6#E516D1,/1E713B17AFE11EFDB78169E1,641A6E43A71351564DBE41
AB169E1693BBE416#E15EF63DB515AE1A4DB135=1DE41A1'7156EE71
FAE11,93478169E1FAE1E6EB514D 69E14DB616D14EA4155EB53DB1
DB651 5D1 ACE51 69E1 59E771 6D6A7781 4331 1 9AE1 A75D1 5EA1 E7E
69E159E77111A1D46BA6E169A611D1E73B1A61D4C15D 9AE1DBE
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771D169E1D4C185E71119AE19EA4169E4E1351A4DB1355519D451D1D4C16D14EA4E1AB125FD46159E7711
,9351A51A#D61439611616DDC1A4DB13>1DB6951D1EEB3B51AB1EECEB51
1
,9E155EB53DB1351#A5E1DB169E1/4D16125FD46169351351#EFA5E169E155EB53DB143BF37E1AB168E19AE1
6D14EA3B169E15AE16D1FD781369169E147E51/E663B169E155EB53DB1439613514D#A#78169E1D561
3D46AB61A461D169E1FA41318D1A4E14BB3B13413BF919EE75169E1FA4137715361AB13BF91939E415D1361351
BEFE55A4816D17DE4169E1FA41#81AB13BF916D14E56D4E169E143E19E396169E14E5761D1D3B169351EAB518D1
9AE1313BF917E55155EB53DB164AE7119AE1AE115DE14DB61564616D1DB651369169E1#EA43B5131
3BF91939E416D13E169E164AE71#AFC1A6169E14DB61AB13413BF919EE71A4F9E513B169E14EA416D14E56D4E169E14EA41
64AE7119AE1A75D1DBE15DE1D516D169E14DB6155EB53DB1EDE64816D14A35E169E14D771FEB64E1D169E1
4DB61D169E1FA416935134DE5169E1BE4D519AB73B1355E51A55DF3A6E1369169E13413BF919EE751,9E1FA41
BD19A51913BF9E51D16D6A7155EB53DB164AE71613513D46AB616D1F9EFC1A77169E155EB53DB164AE713514EE16D1
64AE716D13651E64EE51&3691#156D51AB1543B514EDE*1369D61AB8693B1#3B3B11D41684E51
4##3B1DB1#D8D4C119AE15E1 ;81<1A81A+56A#7E14EA41AE451AB14DB615646511DB1DB181
D71FA4169A6169E5E1AE1A1DD134DEEB613691431A3B3B1A4DB1A15EFDB1A137E1AB1A75D1
34DE1684E1EA41#81A1BD63FEA#7E1ADB61FDA4E13691#A53F1BDB?A+56A#7E168E51)36919E71
4D1 ;8119AE1D33E169E14DB615646516D13E134DE1#4AC3B1EE7169351D33FA63DB1351BD1
3BFD4D4A6E1DB169E341F44EB61/@614DB6156465119AE1EE7DE181DB164AFC1FDB64D71A4516D14EFE1
5F4#14A351DB169E156EE43B1EDE6481AB156EE43B1A4516D1AE4D1D61AB81#156EE41&3169351351BD61
DBE169E1FA41EE751B56A#7E1AB1ABE451A4DB1BE41#4AC3B*11
1
E663B1169E1AE451351A75D1A1#361D1AB1A4611&315EE1#17D15EE1#1AB14E#DB*1361351
EA5816D1ACE169E1FA41D45E1369169E14DB15E663B51,9E1DB781A816D1E6169351439613516D1E615DE1#A5E1
5E663B51 69EB1 D1 A1 6E561 A81 A61 A1 F34F361 AB1 EE43EB61 8D1 3771 5DDB1 EE71 9A61 69E1 #1 AB1
4E#DB15E663B51D1AB169E341EEF61,9E1FA#E41AB1FA56D415E663B51A4E1?%41E4EE51FA#E41AB141
E4EE51FA56D41AB1AE4D16DE13B13691A143E19E3961D13<51BE4169E1F9A553514A3751,9E16D6A71#1
56EE413513693B1BC?5%41E4EE51DE41!13BF9E51D155EB53DB164AE711
11
@ED7E1 D6EB1 A5C1 A#D61 543B1 4A6E51 69E4E1 351 BD1 537E1 AB5E41 6D1 69351 )9A61 D4C51DB1DBE1FA41AB1
43E41 A81 BD61 D4C1 D41 ABD69E41 1 3B1 69E1 643FC1 351 6D1 E61 69E1 55EB53DB1A515D61A51D553#7E16D13E1
DD1E396164AB5E41#61BD616DD15D615D18D1936169E1#156D51&693513771FA5E169E1FA416D1573E1D61
B4E3F6A#78*119AE1DBE1DB169E14D6E1D153B1AB6314D771#A45169351A77D51E16D15E15D61543B516D1
3E1DD13E1AB1EE71BE41#4AC3B1AB169E14D771#A451FDB64D7169E14D771BE41FD4BE43B1,9E14D771#A41
4A6E51A75D1FDB64D7169E1DE4156EE41AB1BE4156EE41,9E14D771#A413FC1D3B651A4E1A75D1A+56A#7E15D1361351
D553#7E1 6D1 5D6EB169E14D7714E5356ABFE16935134DE51FD4BE43B14313B169E1E6115E1A1A6A17DE416D1
DB36D41 55EB53DB1 DEEB61 5D1 FAB1 ABA785E1 4D#7E51 3B1 9AB73B1 AB1 5EE1 9A61 351 AF6A7781
9AEB3B1369155EB53DB164AE711
1
1
,9E1#3E5614D#7E11DB13691D3B14D1A1%17364E1
FA41 6D1 A1 %41 7364E1 FA41 351 #4ACE51 9EBFE1 69E1 341 3BF91
9EE751 8433BA7781 1 5E1 AB1 @1 5E61 3691 %>51
35F516D156A461369169E5E1EEF63E781#4BE1D61A6169E1
#3BDB1 4A7781 5D1 EB61 1 6D1 <551 35F51 69E5E1
A4E1 #A781 5D1 EBE1 1 53B1 A1 <551 7781
7DA63B1 4DB61 35F1 3691 A1 FDD73B1 F651 3B1 69E1 4DB61
5D37E41,9351D4C51#61351DB169E173361,9E14EA41#4ACE51
A4E1 5D731 %651 35F51 3691 @1 FA773E451 AB1 A1 5D61
FA773E41 D41 69E1 9AB1 #4ACE1 &D41 .8,1 4D5E5*1 ,9E1
FA41AF6A77819A51%19AB1#4ACE51DBE1EF9AB3FA71AB1DBE1
984A73F1
11
,9E1EB3BE1AB1EA4#D1A514D#A#78169E1EA53E561693B16D15D461D61,9E1.3773B6DB1EB3BE14DFE51
DE41<351-@1AB1A4DB1%641DD61DB51D16D4"E1,9E4E1A4E1D69E41%41EB3BE5136915337A41
E4D4ABFE1#6169E1.3773B6DB1351E48173961E3961A61><=1,9351351FD7E16D1A1,4AF63E1!15EE1
5E"EB63A71EA4#D11366E1693513691A1/EA464DB3F51A7E1593615856E1616DDC1A1FD7E1D1DE516D1E61
69E13BA714D1EA4143961#615E667E1DB1A13BA71EA43B16D13E13<41.@1A15EE11EF3E16D14E6A3B1
69E1EA41563FC13B169E1FA415D13169E16EF9BD7D81AFC5111FAB1563771FDB63BE13691FDBEB63DBA71EA41
F9ABE51
11
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,9E14EA41A7E1351A1FDBEB63DBA71 67A5168E13691)A665173BCAE11#37616935185E7153B181DB1E53B1
D14EA419#51#A5E1DB169E1D4C5177817DA63B19A7159A61E53B1,9E14EA4131351A1,4AB?136916!1')@1
19AE1#EEB1EE43EB63B136914E7DA1AB16ACE114A51DB169E1316D14EFE19EE717DFC11BE41
#4AC3B1 AB1 4EFE1 DE41 DE41 56EE41 F44EB6781 69E4E1 A4E1 BD1 4E7DA1 543B51 3B1 69E1 31 AB1 1 A1
4E783B1DB169E14A1AB7E51D561ED7E1693BC1693513514DB1#61361D4C51D41E1
11
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
19AE1A75D1FDB53E4E169E1E396135643#63DB1D3B169E14EA41#7C9EA1D4A415D1D3B169E1E71
6ABC1 D4A41 AB1 69E1 #A66E481 3B1 69E1 4EA41 7DD41 E771 5D1 A51 6D1 CEE1 69E1 4EA41 E3961 DE49AB1 6D1 A1
3B31 1 9AE1 5E1 A1 7DD41 DB6E1 EA71 #D1 5D1 69E1 5EA651 A4E1 469E41 #AFC1 6D1 CEE1 69E1 F4E1
E3961 BEA41 69E1 FEB64E1 D1 69E1 E93F7E1 ,9E1 -DBBE61 AB1 #DD61 7351 A4E1 7A551 3#4E1 6D1 5AE1 E3961 B1
E7EF643F14DB615F4EEB1A77D5169E19EA6E416D1#E14EDE169E16D6A71FA41E39619EB1E681D17351E6F1351
>D41=13691A1E396135643#63DB1D16!<1C16<%=124DB61C14EA41
11
,9E14E5761D1A77169351351A1FA4169A6135156A#7E16D143E1AB1FAB13E169E1)'1FA451A14B1D4169E341DBE81
AB169E1DB781DBE16D1A6E16D1#EA613DB1.AE4:51.C%1BD615D1#A1D41A1FA4169A619A51#EEB1#3761AB1
A3B6A3BE1A619DE13B169E1A4AE11
1

FA5

148F17741D314C4713DD1937148143AF14181177411
1
7A31A77E81
>1(E9A1DA1
=3B51(8BB1
ED4D7C1
@2<51<$E1
599643<<5591
5344<!9!49>1
1
6F1818113711
1
'AB18D17EA5E14E64B169E13B169E1FDB363DB169E81E4E19ABE16D18D1&F7EAB1AB1
593B8*15D169A617A31&A77E8*1DE5B:619AE16D15EB16DD1F9163E14EA43B169E1
D4169E341BE1DBE451
1
,9ABC51

7A41
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With Mark Banham
Another year, another Preston. After the fantastic second
place of last year, and the 4th and 6th in the previous 2
years we were looking for the big one, but in fairness
didn’t hold out a lot of hope as this was my 13th Preston
and having finished all 12 of the previous ones I thought
it might be unlucky 13. But were seeded no.7 out of 58,
so luck was on my side already. I had spent a bit of time
in the previous week fettling the car, with a new back
box, new brake calliper, fitting the spotlamp washers and
generally making sure everything was tickety-boo.
Scrutineering went well, so at 22.07 off we went. Most of the
sections are nothing more than farm tracks and the first
section was just that, but with a blast round a stubble field at
the start. It went well apart from hitting a big bump on one of
the corners and getting on to 2 wheels (the photo doesn’t
show the true angle!) I also destroyed the drivers mirror on a
post. (fortunately I bought a pair of red mirrors a few years
ago after knocking the navigators off, so I have a spare) We
had gained a bit of an exhaust blow already but it wasn’t too serious at the moment. 5th
quickest and 8 seconds off fastest. The next wasn’t quite as good, as half way we had a
tremendous vibration. It seemed to be ok at the end of the section so I can only put it done to
some mud in the wheels. A minute and six seconds were dropped here, but still sixth quickest.
The next few passed without incident but a while later we slide sideways into a very stout
hedge after failing to negotiate a 90 left on a slippery grass track. This dented all the panels
down my side but luckily the glass remained intact. The exhaust was blowing louder now. On
the next section, Herringswell (more farm tracks), we upped the pace and set a fastest time.
Only by a second, but that was enough 1 One more section and into the first petrol halt. As
we drove into petrol we appeared to have a front puncture. It obviously hadn’t cost us any
time, so lady luck was with us. I tightened up the exhaust joint that was blowing but also
noticed the middle box had a big dent in it and hole but wasn’t blowing too much. At this
point we were third according to the online results, so everything was going according to
plan.
Onto the middle third of the event. The next section took in
more muddy farm tracks and Methwold airfield. Needless to
say it was very fast and we, along with 17 others, cleaned it.
Even with an overshoot. The next few sections took us on to
some forest roads north of Weeting and Methwold. These
varied from grass track to smooth gravel and were really nice,
although we did have a minor off into another bush and
couldn’t get it into reverse. We dropped a total of 1:12 to the fastest times on the first 2 but
cleaned the third one. The exhaust was taking a bit of a bashing here and the blow was getting
worse. I thought I might be able to tighten it up again at petrol so carried on. On the Preston
they like you to try not to make too much noise, so broken exhausts are frowned on a bit, and
they would rather you didn’t continue. Back in 2004 I’d been in the lead for a while when I
got an exhaust blow, so dropped a few sections and limped to the finish. I was then told that it
wasn’t too bad and should have carried on. So with that in mind I was going to carry on this
year until told otherwise.
As we were waiting for our time at a control the temperature got very high. I noticed the fan
wasn’t running. I got out and poked the fan and it started. I thought nothing of it. But when
we got to the end of the section the engine was very hot and was boiling furiously. Again, the
fan wasn’t running, and on this section that had a lot of passage checks to stop for the engine
wasn’t getting a chance to cool down. We lost bit of time trying to hot-wire (no pun intended)
the fan to see if it was something else causing it not to run but the fan motor was dead. We let
the engine cool down and topped it up with water, some from a muddy puddle!
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The temperature seemed ok on the link to the next section but got a bit hot again during the
timed bit so we eased off a bit to cool it down. We were able to scrounge a large bottle of
water off Tony Hewitt and his marshalling team. Thanks Tony. It was up and down like this
for the next two sections, including the fabulous Croxton forest, where we dropped a minute.
It was then on to the next petrol halt. Here I had time to tighten the exhaust (which was still
blowing) and flush some fresh water through the cooling system. According to the results we
were down to fifth place, nearly 4 minutes behind the leader.
On the road link to the next section the temperature seemed to be absolutely fine, so we
decided to go for it again and try and claw a bit of time back. Round the Euston Estate section
we tried fairly hard but were 24 seconds off the top crews who cleaning it. The temperature
was remaining fairly stable so we thought we’d be ok. On the link sections we let the car cool
right down and then stopped it each time we moved up the queue to the time control and then
started the car about 10 seconds before our due time. The next section, Foxpin, we were just 2
seconds off cleaning it. We were now running in third place so things were looking up. The
next section, Ingham, was a long test on farm tracks and fields, with lots of wet holes, bumps
and mud. (see picture!) We went reasonably well and we were fourth quickest. The next
section, Dukes Ride, a mixture of rough tracks and woodland tracks, we were just 7 seconds
off cleaning the section, even though we did get held up a bit. There was some bad news here
though, but maybe not for us, as leader Ian Ainsworth went a bit wide on a corner and got
beached. He dropped 25 minutes getting free and dropped to 18th. That must have been
absolutely gutting. But for us we were now up to second, with 2 sections to go. We were just
a minute and 22 seconds off leader Jamie Turner, so anything was possible. We tried really
hard on the penultimate section and thought we had done really well as we cleaned it, but so
had 17 other crews. That left the last section, a long section that was Elveden forest, some
nice gravel roads as well as some rough grass tracks. Some people back off this close to the
finish, but not me. We went for it big time, trying a bit too hard at times though, sliding
sideways into and through some of the PC’s. Oops! Anyway, we dropped 2 minutes 28
seconds, but that was the least time of anybody, and more crucially were 1 minute 3 seconds
quicker than the leader.
We arrived at the finish unaware of any of the timings since the petrol halt, so to finish second
was a great surprise. But to finish second by just 19 seconds made us realise how close we
had come to winning and that the overheating issues cost us the win. It’s all ifs and buts in
rallying isn’t it? This is closest win for anybody on the Preston from the past results I could
find. Maybe next year it will all happen. The car didn’t escape unscathed though, there is a list
of things to fix and sort: mirror, indicator, radiator fan, dented front wing, door and rear wing,
front downpipe, middle exhaust box, tank guard, map light, 2 punctures (a second occurred at
the finish) and probably a suspension rebuild. But you don’t go into the Preston hoping to do
well and expect to come away unscathed. That’s the choice I’ve made, but I have finished all
13 Prestons I’ve entered so I must be doing something right. Well done to Jamie Turner and
Georgina Clark on taking their first win. Thanks to all the marshals who turned out and to
Jonathan for doing a cracking job navigating again. Same time next year?

BACD5E5
5
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*D4327$F73F327.E/7
7
,DA57
7

4A58CA350A8D7

-%A7 7
7

(5/892 7

.8/AC58E7
7

BA!A397

.8/AC5+87B//59350A8D5A957A5"50A8D7
7
In Ava’s / Daddy’s garage…
: 5A52858%5235CA9!351/ACCD35.5$3353A5;5F 5A89!5A958%5
8C 3&5343C5283C 5%A48C2375235C3<89533A92=5
7
Ava’s keen to get on the road…
135CA3 53C51/ACCD35.5$333C5A95 5CC3925235%A 23 25C3C595
2354A!3+55135A 85D3 52859A4!A235%8C57A5$39589589!5AC5
8C93 =5
7
She likes…
#33 3&5#88A23&53C535EAD3C5A9D32&533 &578!!3 5A957D +55
,%58C 35/D&5F3A5F!5A95EAC935235798 AC+5
7
But Ava dislikes…
3259A3 &5A252/35A959A52/3=5
7
-/D59DE05+D8565F89515+AA2C251365D35285C8!C3 589285>5
$33 5239589285!8<DAC29!5$252358 258%5C49!57A6 5AC5
$35 229!5895 5D933+555
5
5
5
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7
7
7
7
7
7
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5
'DC5-E%28DE5-8B5-432DE9A51A33A5BACAED86E5
7
FEEF575D7C57'D322D372E7EF7555/7
7
.F725F7D752EF47E2E7EF747D3E34F7ED74""D5E7476F2572EF576F25<778D472 F7432D4EF267F"F27
ED72 F7 F7E5D4D4E7EF75FD3;723272D7F"F27475D,7272725E6<7
77
#3F7%75E7FE76D472737899!;7,F72 F7D F27ED727E,372F;7872552E7D"F52ED37H>D5,72327
C252FI;7,F72 F7"D3FF5F27EF74F7D7FF5F3672DED57D37F F567E;72327D5F75FF3E67
FDF7EF75E75575423F737323272327.2F7ED7D"F52EF7237FF5F367F5 F737EF7D457D7
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Scratch your head with Helen Haylock
All answers are makes and/or models of cars. See how you do. Answers next issue…

1
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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13
14
15
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17
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19
20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Dancing pit man
Water crossing
Included in wind at sunset
Command to Ronald
Cowboy greeting
He originates from a high place
Designed by Mary Quant?
Sorted red mail
Proclaimed news in the 50s & 60s
Exploding star
I’m aware too
Member of Legislative Council
Precious & blue
Mother’s mother was Adelaide
Can drink and drive in this
Under ground in Paris
Brings female sailor to a stop
Liked by many
Fields’ Island
Old mother in drag
Roundhead opposition
Electric light
Makes the mouth water
Only fools & horses depend on this
Oriental blossom
Degree for Samuel
That’s me Mrs Peel
Nomadic traveller’s dog
Heads continental police
Exhaust sounds throaty
Our region
Iberian Carnival
Place to tie your transport up
Get the point when fencing
Small barrel maker
Goblin (Goblins for a bonus)
Mischievous young girl
Minty hoop
She had a pea under her bed
Creepy crawley
7
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7
7
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Classifieds
5

Edwards Motorsport - Escort MK2
DDL498V
Contact – 01366 383352 Steve Tilburn
stephen.tilburn@hyltongott.co.uk
Ultimate specification John Read Engines
XE 2.0 270bhp 180nm @ 3500-9000rpm
Edwards Motorsport stainless 2.5” twin box
exhaust
Sadev six speed sequential with flatshift
through ECU
Gartrac Axle fully floating six link with correct
AP small calipers and handbrake
Gartrac front struts with group 4 hubs and AP Monte Calipers
Bilstien dampers front and rear, with leaf and coilover rear springing
Small front anti roll bar with compression strut on fully in situ adjustable front track control
arms
Power steering
Full weld in cage through to suspension
New seats and belts
18 x 13” revolution wheels and tyres four new Hankook for dry and four good cut wets
New paint by Hylton Gott Ltd for January completion
A properly and professionally built car that will win class in anyone’s hands and win overall if
you have half an idea of what to do with it!
On the button and ready to go with small spares package, event support and preparation if
required.
£35000 Complete January end with your choice of graphics if required.
__________________________________________________________________________
Duncan Buck - R888 Tyres
Contact – 07711 008 404
duncan@islandfs.com
16” Toyo R888 tyres for sale. 225 x 16 + 265 x 16
__________________________________________________________________________
Jack Tilburn - Four 8 x 13 Minilight type wheels
Contact - 07879 884259
jtilburn95@googlemail.com
100 x 4 pcd to fit Renault/Peugeot/Volvo/VW
refurbished and in good condition, not mint but very
good, with four very good 155/55 x 13 tyres to
stretch on if you dare!
£350ono
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Roger Doy - Peugeot for sale
Contact 07960 647936 / 01366 3775355

Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9
H136AAU registered 30/05/1991
94000 mls
Power steering and electric windows
Factory sunroof
Dry stored for many years
Newly rebuilt engine and belts, battery etc
New tyres
Stainless exhaust
Gutmann wheels
Really tidy inside and out
Investment @ £3000
_________________________________________
Roger Doy - Magazines for sale
Contact 07960 647936 / 01366 377535
1970s and 1980s
Car and Car Conversion Magazines 12 complete
sets
Cheap reading @ £25

__________________________________________________________________________
Scott Ayres – BMW 319 SE for sale
Contact – 07771 313369
scott.ayres@hyltongott.co.uk
BMW 318 SE, Excellent condition. 58,000 miles,
MOT’ed until October 2015 and Service History.
Leather interior, £3,995

___________________________________________________________________________________
As well as the above items in our Classifieds section we also have a man offering himself!
Currently available to assist rally teams…
1. General assistance with event preparation
2. Rally Reconnaissance / pacenotes
3. Rally service
4. Chase car
5. Good knowledge of England, Ireland and Belgium
6. Also available BMW 530d Touring with Brian James Tilt-bed Trailer
7. Available to co-drive if required
If you’re interested please contact Derek Webb for his Motorsport CV
on 01953 488696 / 07818 206265 or email rye.racingderek@aol.co.uk.
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01604 766624
www.northamptonmotorsport.com
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5$D9A5'E%8EA5"A98D28CC5
Knuston Hill Farm, Station Road,
Irchester, NN29 7EP
Peter Jones – 01933 411993
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Race engine specialists
BDG & XE Experts
Unit 5 Faraday Business Park
Faraday Road
Littleport
Ely
CB6 1PE
01353 864888
sales@sherwoodengines.co.uk
www.sherwoodengines.co.uk
7
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Group 4 Escort specialists &
Rally Spares
11 Llandysul Enterprise Park,
Llandysul, Ceredigion, SA44 4JL
Tel - 01559 363731
gareth@westwalesrallyspares.co.uk
www.westwalesrallyspares.co.uk
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King’s Lynn & District
Motor Club

Annual Awards
Dinner
At
King’s Lynn Masonic Centre

New Date for 2015 - Saturday 28th
February
Menu
Mains
Roast Beef
Roast Chicken
Steak & Ale Pie
Vegetable Lasagne

Desserts
Apple Pie
Profiteroles
Strawberry Gateaux
******

Cheese & Biscuits
******

Coffee & Tea
Tickets £25 - Music By Les & Sue - 7 for 7.30pm

Put It In Your Diary
Ticket Order Form Attached
Organisers
MARK BANHAM 0788 4435537, PAUL DAVISON 0794 64624037
29
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